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Due to the accurate orientation of a course of the Russian medicine to foreign standards, the service of medico-social examination and its legislative base have also not stood aside. The work with the international classification of functioning, restrictions of activity and health (ICF) has allowed "to update" the legislative base which resulted in the Order of the Ministry of Labour and social development of the Russian Federation No. 1024n from 12/17/2015 "About the classifications and criteria used at implementation of medico-social examination of citizens by federal state institutions of medico-social examination".

All affective pathology is presented in this Order by the code of F30 – F39 with the short characteristic of quantitative assessment of severity of affective disorders (maniacal, depressive, mixed) of a human body which is based on the analysis of structure and expressiveness of symptomatology, intensity of her manifestations; frequency and duration of episodes; efficiency of pharmacotherapy; completeness of firmness and duration of remissions; type, character, firmness and degree of expressiveness of violations of mental functions; properties of the personality and reaction of the personality to a disease; critics to the state and surrounding reality; clinical and social compensation of disease state; level of social adaptation in the main spheres of life (production, family, household, social and environmental).

Despite multiple publications about augmentation of quantity of effective pathology, we decided to track its quantity from the moment of "updating" of the legislation. Work was carried out by selection in diagnosis parameters in cipher of F30-F39 of people from the uniform UUUIAS.

During the period from adoption of the Order No. 1024n till December, 2017 in expert structure only 22 persons that has made 1,01% of total surveyed people (18 people - 2016, 6 people - 2017) have been examined for the purpose of carrying out special (particularly complex) types of inspection and for the purpose of control) from which 19 people belonged to the category repeatedly surveyed citizens and only 3 - for the first time presented on MSE. Extent of permanent disorders of mental functions of an organism was following: insignificant (10%-30%) - 1 citizen, moderated (40%-60%) disability – 7 citizens, expressed (70%-80%) - 14 citizens.

Despite a statement that affective pathology is most extended from all types of mental disorders and by 2020 for the reasons of disability will take the 2nd place after cardiovascular diseases, disability status is stated infrequently since type, character, firmness and degree of expressiveness of this group of diseases seldom conform to requirements of the legislative base. However you shouldn't lay hopes for decrease in this type of pathology as very often at the citizens, presented for the solution of a question of disability, affective pathology is described in associated diseases or complications of the main disease (organic frustration of the personality, schizo-affective disorder, etc.).

Having summed up the aforesaid, it is possible to consider with confidence that affective pathology in activity of service of medico-social examination takes the insignificant place and it is caused generally by a pharmacoresistent factor.